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WHAT’S
INSIDE !
VW Sirocco
Power Style p22

Subaru WRX
Daily Racer p18

Turanza T005A
Geneva
TougeMax
#MakeTheFuture

CARS
FOR
SALE
CARS
FOR
RENT
OUR
RENTAL
FLEET

(AVAILABLE FOR SHORT OR LONG TERM)

• BUYING AND SELLING USED VEHICLE
• MOTOR INSURANCE
• VEHICLE LOAN

BWM
X6 XDRIVE 35i

MERCEDES
SL 350

AUDI
A6 2.0T

KIA
CERATO FORTE
1.6A
HONDA
STREAM
1.8

AUDI
A4 1.8

TOYOTA CAMRY AXIO
NISSAN SLYPHY
HONDA STREAM, AIRWAVE
MITSUBISHI LANCER
LEXUS RX350
VOLKSWAGEN JETTA 1.4L AND MORE
• TRANSFER OF VEHICLE OWNERSHIP
• DEREGISTRATION OF VEHICLE
• VEHICLE DISPOSAL (EXPORT / SCRAP)

!
PREREQUISITE
- Min $500 deposit
- Driver with more than 2 years driving experience
- Aged 25-60 are welcome
Quote ‘REV2018AT’’ for complimentary
1 week rental on long term contract.
Terms and conditions applies
Valid till 31 Dec 2018

24 SIN MING LANE, #06-97
MIDVIEW CITY SINGAPORE 573970
KENNY 9005 6732 • DAMIEN 9652 1196 • JAMES 9113 3097

LUBRICANTS

Fully Synthetic Engine Oil
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BLACKVUE’S NEW
WI-FI DASHCAMS
Wow! Gadgets has launched a new series of BlackVue dashcams. The new
DR590W comes in two flavours, single channel (1CH) and dual channel (2CH).
Focusing on simple operation with Wi-Fi connectivity, the DR590W-1CH and
DR590W-2CH allows users to use the BlackVue App for iOS and Android to
adjust settings, view live camera footage, and for easy download of videos.
The Wi-Fi connectivity also makes it handy to perform Firmware Over The Air
(FOTA) upgrades by uploading the firmware from the phone to the dashcam,
without the need to remove the microSD card.
The new models feature Full HD video recording with a Sony Starvis sensor
in the front camera. The DR590W-2CH supports Full HD at 30 fps for both

channels, while the DR590W-1CH supports Full HD at up to 60 frames per
second, as well as an Extreme Mode which saves videos at a maximum 25
Megabits per second.
Both run on a Adaptive Format Free File Management System: minimizes
risks of error and the need for microSD card formatting. Blackvue’s renown
Parking Mode is supported as standard, including Scheduled Reboot. A GPS
unit can be fitted as an option.
The new DR590W series is now available at all authorized BlackVue dealers.
Wow! Gadgets is the sole distributor for BlackVue products in Singapore and
Malaysia. For the list of authorized BlackVue dealers, or more information,
please visit www.blackvue.com.sg

AUTOTEST 2018
ROUND 4 DATE
CHANGE
The date for Round 4 of Autotest has been brought
forward to 28 Oct 2018.
A unique Singapore motorsports event, Autotest
serves as an opportunity for budding local motorsports
enthusiasts to hone their technical skills in a safe
environment. It is a hybrid event containing the
features of both Gymkhana and Autocross. Stay tuned
for updates on registration and venues!
The full dates for Autotest 2018 are as follows:
Round 1: 8 April 2018
Round 2: 20 May 2018
Round 3: 26 August 2018
Round 4: 28 Oct 2018
To sign up, kindly visit www.autotest.com.sg

Reliable • Simple • Connected

Visit us at
the Cars@Expo
7th - 8th April 2018
Hall 4 / Booth 806

CLOUD DASHCAMS
Built-in
WiFi

DR750S-2CH

Cloud
Compatible

STARVIS

60

Sony Starvis

60 FPS

FPS

Enhanced
Night Vision

Scheduled
Reboots

Adaptive
Format-Free

NEW KEY FEATURES

Built-in
GPS receiver

Car WiFi Kit
(optional)

DR750S-1CH

• Reduced Motion Blur

Dual

Event File
Protection

• Enhanced Night Vision
• Adaptive Format-Free Files System

Front & Rear
Full HD

• Event Files Protection

Compatible with
Cloud dashcams

Full HD Front
(1920x1080)

• Faster WiFi & GPS

Front
FULL HD

• Higher Heat Endurance
• Scheduled Reboots

Rear
FULL HD

EXTERNAL GPS RECEIVER
(optional)

NEW!

WIFI DASHCAMS

• G-1A (for DR430, DR450, DR490)

SIMPLE DASHCAMS

• G-1AE (for DR490L-2CH)

60

60

FPS

DR590W-1CH

DR590W-2CH
STARVIS

Dual

CMOS Sensor

Sony Starvis
CMOS Sensor

Dual Full HD
(Front)

Night Vision

High
Temperature
Cut-off

Adaptive
Format Free

FPS

DR590-2CH

STARVIS

STARVIS

CMOS Sensor

CMOS Sensor

Sony Starvis
CMOS Sensor

Full HD

Night Vision

(Front)

High
Temperature
Cut-off

POWER SOLUTIONS

Adaptive
Format Free

Sony Starvis
CMOS Sensor

DR590-1CH

Dual

STARVIS
CMOS Sensor

Dual Full HD
(Front)

Night Vision

High
Temperature
Cut-off

Adaptive
Format Free

Sony Starvis
CMOS Sensor

Full HD

Night Vision

(Front)

High
Temperature
Cut-off

Adaptive
Format Free

LCD DASHCAMS

NEW!

DR490L-2CH
CELLINK NEO

STARVIS

Cellink is the safest rechargable
battery for dashcam using LiFePO4
material. It charges while car is driven
and supplies power to BlackVue in
parking mode. It will not affect car
battery performance and life.

Dual

CMOS Sensor

Bluetooth
Compatible

Sony Starvis
CMOS Sensor

Dual Full HD
(Font)

High
Temperature
Cut-off

Fomat Free
Technology

Night Vision

*40 MINUTES CHARGING TIME

USAGE TIME
(Discharge)

DR750S-1CH
DR750S-2CH
DR490L-2CH
DR590-1CH
DR590W-1CH
DR590-2CH
DR590W-2CH

NEO
~41
~25
~26
~48
~48
~24
~24

hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs

B3
~18
~11
~12
~23
~23
~11
~11

hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs

CELLINK B3
BATTERY PACK
*45 MINUTES
CHARGING TIME

POWER MAGIC PRO
Battery draining preventing
device taps power from your
car’s battery adjustable timer and
voltage threshold On/ Off switch
to control the Parking Mode

*Based on charging cable connection to fuse box.
If use cigar jack, NEO requires 1hr 20mins and B3 requires 1hr for charging time.

PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY:

WOW! GADGETS PTE LTD

Driven by Innovations

8, Boon Lay Way, #04-02, Tradehub 21, S(609964) | www.BlackVue.com.sg
E: sales@wowgadgets.com.sg | T: 6100 9691 | FB: www.facebook.com/BlackVueSG

Aestmod Auto LLP 23, Lorong 11 Geylang, S388715, Young Auto Gadget Blk 51, Ubi Ave 1,#01-21, S408933, Sung Beng Auto Blk 2 Kaki Bukit Avenue 2, #01-32 S417921, Vim Auto Air Con and Accessories Blk 9, Defu Lane 10, #01-498,
S539190, Xtremez Audio Accessories 53, Ubi Avenue 1, #01-06 Paya Ubi Industrial Park, S408934, 101 Bukit Merah Lane 3 #01-57 Singapore 159718, King’s Way Sound Garage 2 Kaki Bukit Autohub, Kaki Bukit Ave 2 #01-16 S417921, King’s
Way Sound Garage 1, Kaki Bukit Avenue 6, #02-53 Autobay @ Kaki Bukit S417883, Eclipse Auto Pte. Ltd. 155, Kaki Bukit Avenue 1, #01-00 Shun Li Industrial Park S416012, Hai Wee Enterprise Blk 271, Bukit Batok East Ave 4, #01-140, S650271,
Motec Pte. Ltd. 190, Woodlands Industrial Park E5, #09-07, Woodlands Bizhub, S757516, 833 Motorsports Pte. Ltd. 160, Sin Ming Drive, Sin Ming Autocity, #02-09 S575722, Chuan Sing Auto Accessories Centre 160, Sin Ming Drive, #06-19,
Autocity, S575722 / 23 Serangoon Garden Way S555935, Chuan Mei Audio Centre Blk 29 Sin Ming Drive #01-229 S575703, Express Motion Pte. Ltd. 920, Upper Thomson Road, S787117, NightzConcepts Lighting Artworks & Accessories
No.50 Serangoon North Avenue 4, # 02-18, First Centre, S555856, Exquisite Marques Blk 1010, #01-119, Bukit Merah Lane 3, S159724, STA Inspection Centres 302 Sin Ming Road S575627, 249, Jalan Boon Lay S619523, Werkz Inc. Pte Ltd 176,
Sin Ming Drive, #04-11, Sin Min Autocare Centre, S575721, Maximus Racing Pte Ltd MR Performance Centre, 7 Soon Lee Street, #05-05, iSPACE, S627608, Link Auto Accessories 210, Turf Club Road, Lot B63, Turf Club Auto Emporium S287995

Price quoted before installation and GST if any

All dashcams come with 16GB memory card by default
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SMART
MANAGEMENT
A peace of mind in a flash

The Engine Control Unit (ECU) is the digital revolution which can be found in most cars of today.
Taking most of the guesswork out of engine tuning, the ECU manages almost every aspect of the
engine’s performance, from fuel delivery to ignition. As cars become more advanced, the ECU has
evolved into a complex network of systems which can include security features such as engine
immobilization and efficient gearbox control for maximum fuel efficiency.
What happens when a car’s ECU fails? Firstly, it will not be able to start. If it fails on the move, the
engine will immediately cut out - however, the gearbox will be locked to a single gear, and users will
not be able to shift out as the selector will be locked electronically. Unlike common car mechanical
failures, an ECU failure is not easily diagnosed as the symptoms are very similar to common
mechanical failures.
For example, a gearbox which has jammed can easily be misdiagnosed as a gearbox failure which
can lead to an expensive gearbox replacement, whereas a failing gearbox might show signs of
impending failure such as rough shifting or by emitting loud grinding noises. An ECU does not show
any warning before failure, very much like a personal computer which fails to work all of a sudden.
One of the more common cars that are prone to ECU failures are: the Hyundai Avante, i30 and the
Kia Forte/Koup. However, it will only take a short process to enjoy a peace of mind. Harmony Motor
offers ECU reflash for all owners of Korean cars affected by the ECU woes. Cars without factory
immobiliser reflash usually costs from S$980, while those that do will set owners back S$1080.
The flashing process is very simple, all one has to do is to drive down to Harmony Motor’s Ang
Mo Kio branch, located at #02-12 AMK Autopoint, and get a diagnostic performed on the car first
in order to determine the type of software needed. Next would be to physically access the ECU
unit itself for the update, after which will be refitting and testing to ensure the right flash being
performed. The entire process will take about four hours to complete.
Even if your car is out of warranty, fret not. Harmony Motor is offering a five year warranty on all
flashed ECUs. For March onwards, affected car owners can get to enjoy a discount on the ECU reflash
at the AMK Autohub branch, and enjoy a safe, smooth drive for years to come!
For more information, please visit www.harmony.com.sg or visit their Facebook Page at www.
facebook.com/HarmonyMotor

HARMONY MOTOR (AMK & JURONG) PTE LTD

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST

UPGRADE FOR SAFETYHYUNDAI & KIA ECU
PREVENTIVE UPGRADE
PROGRAMME

• Prevent highly likely breakdown of cars due to ECU failure •
• Especially for Hyundai Avante, i30, KIA Cerato Forte, Koup and Soul •
• 5 years warranty after Upgrade •
• $380 for a preventive upgrade and save $600 over a full replacement •

CONTACT US FOR ENQUIRIES!
Harmony Motor (Jurong) Pte Ltd
38 Toh Guan Road East,
#01-53 Enterprise Hub, S608581
T: 65830001 | F: 62688668 | E: jurong@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonyjurong

Harmony Motor (AMK) Pte Ltd
Blk 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A,
#02-12, AMK AutoPoint, S568047
T: 64822444 | F: 64822224 | E: amk@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonymotor
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FIRST LOOK AT 2018
HYUNDAI SANTA FE
Hyundai has unveiled two images of its forthcoming, fourth-generation Santa Fe
sport utility vehicle (SUV). The 2018 model (2019MY) seven-seat large SUV is due
for launch in Singapore in the third quarter of this year.

long and 1,890mm wide, compared to 4,690mm and 1,880mm previously. The
wheelbase is longer as well, which spells for even more room inside, though
Hyundai does not detail how much exactly.

This new model looks very different from before, and should help Hyundai shed
its previous design approach of ‘almost invisibly normal’. The Santa Fe borrows
much from its new smaller brother, the Kona small crossover.

There also appears to be a larger, high-mount infotainment screen and much
more leather upholstery, plus technical trim panels on the doors. Two new safety
systems will make their debut on the car as well: Rear Cross Traffic Collision
Avoidance not only detects traffic behind when reversing out, but also brakes
the vehicle automatically. Safety Exit Assist also locks the doors when it detects
vehicles approaching from behind, to prevent disembarkation accidents.
2018 it seems will be another year of big progress for the Korean carmaker, it
having already joined the EV market with the Ioniq Electric, compact crossover
segment with the Kona, and strengthened its offering in the small hatchback
sector with the new i30.

Already launched here in Singapore at the Motorshow in January, the Santa Fe
has similar narrow headlights, a fluted diamond shaped grille (what Hyundai calls
the ‘Cascading Grille’, and large air intake flanked by five-sided foglight surrounds.
New is the matte chrome strip that runs the width of the front end, as is the
hexagonal motif for the grille. Hyundai says the Santa Fe is now 4,770mm

UBER COMMUTE
LAUNCHED IN SINGAPORE
“With Uber Commute, we are using our technology to
support the car-sharing movement and play a part in
Singapore’s national aspiration of becoming a carlite society. This is why we are excited to invest in this
product. It’s about thinking long-term and moving
Singapore with fewer, fuller and more efficient vehicles
on the road.”, said Mr. Warren Tseng, General Manager of
Uber Singapore.
Uber Commute is designed for people who already are
driving themselves to and from work, and are open to
sharing their daily commute with fellow individuals
traveling in the same direction. Uber Commute provides
drivers a viable option to share their daily commute to
recoup the cost, like petrol and parking, of their trip.
Uber Commute smartly matches drivers with commuters
traveling in the same direction to and from work,
through technology. Riders now have an alternative
option to request a convenient, affordable and
congestion-friendly option with Uber Commute. Riders
can expect rides to be up to 51% cheaper than uberX,
and they can schedule their rides up to one week in
advance, or request a ride within the hour.
Drivers can save their commuting schedule and review
ride requests from nearby commuters. They are able
to plan their Commute trips up to a week in advance.
Or check in an hour before leaving. The app will notify
drivers of scheduled pick ups. Drivers can easily sign up
at t.uber.com/sgcommute

EVENT
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A sneak preview

T

he inaugural Fullerton Concours d’Elegance, a
three-day celebration, is set to transform The
Fullerton Heritage precinct from 29 June to 1
July 2018. Organised as the pinnacle event to mark
the 90th anniversary of the iconic Fullerton Building,
now home to The Fullerton Hotel Singapore, it offers
visitors a diverse range of activities and experiences
that embody the building’s rich heritage and the
brand’s passion for luxury hospitality and lifestyle.
Anchoring the event will be a showcase of more than
90 vintage and classic cars, as well as
supercars from around the world, taking visitors
on a journey through time across The Fullerton
Heritage precinct. Other highlights will include gala
dinners, live music performances, art and cultural
exhibitions, workshops, family fun activities, luxury
yacht displays and charity car convoys set against a
panoramic view.
Cavaliere Giovanni Viterale, General Manager, The
Fullerton Heritage, said, “As one of the most iconic
colonial buildings in Singapore, The Fullerton
Building has been preserved with the highest form
of recognition for its national significance. Likewise,
the Fullerton Concours d’Elegance represents the
pinnacle in automotive heritage and excellence,

celebrating the best in collector and car design.
The event will be a fitting showcase that not only
pays tribute to the heritage of the Grand Dame, but
also celebrates the building’s continued relevance
in bringing the community together and creating
shared memories.”
The Fullerton Building was gazetted as a National
Monument on 7th December 2015 in recognition
of its pivotal role in Singapore’s history. It previously
housed the General Post Office, once the “most
important post office in the East,” and served
as “Mile Zero” from which all of Singapore was
measured. Today, the Fullerton Building serves as
the cornerstone of The Fullerton Heritage precinct,
which comprises seven key establishments: The
Fullerton Hotel Singapore, The Fullerton Bay Hotel
Singapore, The Fullerton Waterboat House, One
Fullerton, The Fullerton Pavilion, Clifford Pier and
Customs House. Activities have been curated to
ensure there is something for everyone. Highlights of
the celebration include:
An unprecedented tribute to automotive excellence
The preeminent Concours d’Elegance (competition
of elegance) showcases some of the finest examples
of pre-war and post-war collector cars in terms

of history, craftsmanship, power and technology.
Restored vintage cars from the 1920s, antique cars
from the 1930s, classic cars from the 1970s, and
modern marvels will be prominently displayed along
the picturesque waterfront at Clifford Square and
Clifford Pier, in the iconic Fullerton Hotel Singapore
and at Fullerton Square.
Visitors will be the first in the region to see the 2018
Rolls-Royce Dawn Black Badge and 2018 Ferrari
Portofino. Additionally, innovative electric car
prototypes created by the students from Nanyang
Technological University will be displayed at One
Fullerton. For the first time in Singapore, visitors
can also view the largest display of cars owned by
His Majesty Sultan Ibrahim Ibni Almarhum Sultan
Iskandar, Sultan and Sovereign Ruler of the State
and Territory of Johor Darul Ta’zim.
Cars will be judged on criteria such as originality and
authenticity, restoration quality, design
and styling, and elegance. There will be four
competition classes: Pre- and Post- World War
II, Open Top and Modern Classics.
Renowned vintage car enthusiast and President of
the Malaysia and Singapore Vintage Car

Register (MSVCR) Dr Ivor Thevathasan of Singapore
will serve as Chief Concours Judge for
the Fullerton Concours d’Elegance. Other Concours
judges include Alain Li, Regional Chief
Executive of Richemont Asia Pacific and J. Philip
Rathgen, CEO of Classic Driver. A team of
Honorary judges, including Larissa Tan, CEO of
home-grown Vanda Electric and Oliviero
Bottinelli, former Managing Director of Audemars
Piguet, Asia-Pacific, have also been invited
to judge the cars.
Visitors can take part in the judging process by
voting for their favourite car on the Fullerton
Concours d’Elegance website. All qualified votes
will be entered into a lucky draw on 1st July
and three winners will receive dining vouchers at
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore.
Driving for a cause: the President’s Challenge
The Fullerton Concours d’Elegance brings
together a passion for cars with the opportunity
to raise funds for the President’s Challenge. Car
clubs such as Malaysia and Singapore Vintage Car
Register (MSVCR), Ferrari Owners’ Club Singapore
and Lamborghini Club Singapore, will participate
in four charity convoys with beneficiaries of the

President’s Challenge. Proceeds from a silent
auction at the closing ceremony gala dinner will
also be donated to the Challenge.
A unique weekend of entertainment for the
whole family
Families and children can discover the rich
heritage of the precinct through various art,
music and cultural activities. For example,
acclaimed local musical group TENG Ensemble,
known for their East-meets-West sounds, will
perform at the opening ceremony. Watch
enthusiasts will be delighted by museum
timepieces on display alongside select
vintage cars, and there will also be specially
commissioned car art pieces to commemorate
the occasion. Photography buffs can immerse
themselves in exhibitions of portraiture and
classic cameras, and participate in photography
workshops to hone their skills.
A feast for all the senses
A special concoction created using local
ingredients, the Fullerton Concours Cocktail will
tantalise the taste buds with a refreshing mix of
fruit and citrus. The gin-based cocktail consists
of cherry liqueur, strawberry, pomegranate and

honey syrups, tipped with fresh ginger and
calamansi juice, infused with dried sour plum
and topped with club soda. The cocktail will
be featured at Post Bar at The Fullerton Hotel
Singapore, and Lantern at The Fullerton Bay
Hotel Singapore.
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore Culinary Team will
also work closely with award-winning chefs to
offer a bespoke dining extravaganza of perennial
Singapore favourites and Peranakan delights,
reflective of the city state’s cosmopolitan melting
pot of cultures. In addition to the visual spectacle
at the event, visitors will be able to sample
food from various Kombi food trucks located
throughout The Fullerton Heritage precinct.
Admission to the Fullerton Concours d’Elegance
starts from S$9.90 for a Single-Day Pass. Gold
Passes are also available for access to VIP areas
and the after-party at Lantern in The Fullerton
Bay Hotel. Children under five years old will
enjoy free admission.
For more information about the car list, to vote for
your favourite cars and purchase tickets,
please visit www.fullertonconcours.com.

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS THE FULLERTON HERITAGE
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Fullerton Concours
d’Elegance
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he Toyota Crown has a rich history since 1955. As of today, it is the
longest running passenger-car name plate in the Toyota range. The
Crown is also first passenger car to be developed and built entirely
in Japan.

Despite being a car meant to solve public transport, the Crown became
an instant hit with Japan’s upper class, as well as with taxi companies and
government agencies. Naturally, Toyota chose it to be the first car to be
exported to western countries, where it remained until 1983, the year that
the Camry took over the export market.
The Crown is now well into the 14th generation, has brought plenty of new
technology to the automotive world and is now only available through grey
imports, since it was dropped by the authorised distributors. A sad fate,
shared by its other competitor, the Honda Legend.
If you are confused about this Crown, and taxis that once ruled Singapore,
the Crown Comfort taxis was actually smaller than the standard Crown, and
it was a purpose-built model for the sake of bringing the Crown back to its
roots, of being a taxi.
The Crown however, has powered on to become the hallmark of Japanese
luxury, with several Lexus models being Crowns with minor design changes
and continues to be a collector favourite. We personally have met up with
the local owners of the fourth generation, tenth generation and now this,
the thirteenth generation Crown. With such a long running name, it can
easily be the Toyota’s legendary car. Eat your heart out, Tofu Sprinters.
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The art of making a car look more luxurious than it is, has always been
revolving around a very simple concept: A premium Japanese rear-wheel
drive sedan, with a sporty body kit, matching wheels, and lowered till the
wheels tucked into the arches. This art has slowly trickled to other cars
from other markets, such as Korean, European and American cars, but the
argument is that non-JDM cars were not considered pure VIP Cars - which
has led to the creation of VIP style, and quite possibly sparked off the freeform “stance” culture which could be done to any car, econo-box or highperformance alike.
Naturally, nothing in Japanese car culture is ever set in stone. The VIP Car
itself has seen the “stealth” black, grey, white or silver look evolve into eyecatching neon pink or green finishes. This time, the owner decided to go with
a compromise, with a deep and rich brown metallic paint - which he used for
his previous ride, the awesome-sounding Lexus GS we featured a while back.
The deep brown finish did not mask the aggressive style of the full Job
Design kit, which came with its own diffuser and exhaust ports at the back.
To complement the body colour, a set of staggered Work Gnosis CV201 twopiece wheels in 20-inch size - ordered from the factory in custom rose gold,
with the matching hub covers to boot.
Even more impressive than the wheel/car match, is the extremely low ride
height, made possible with an Accuair management with E-levelling with
airforce adjustable air struts. The wheels were made to tuck into the arches
courtesy of the hardrace camber kit on all four ends.

Onto the next big thing from Japan, the art of VIP Car. What was once was
linked to the Yakuza (Japanese syndicates), the art of styling a car to be
a high performance cruiser, yet being as low profile as possible. Such big
sedans offer a sense of reprieve from the boys in blue, as sporty compact
cars became the main target of crackdowns by the police.

The interior stays posh and plush with fine Japanese leather, but further
enhanced with the right accessories like mini Nobori Flags, functional
containers and fans proudly displayed on the mirrors and dashboard including the custom table bolted on the passenger side. There is no hard
and fast rule here to the choice of accessory, except one: It must complement
the car.

Toyota differentiated this 13th generation Crown into three distinct models.
The Royal was a more comfortable and luxurious car; the Athlete series
which is just as luxurious, but has more aggressive styling and sporty
features and finally, the Crown Majesta which is more luxurious than the
Royal. Wanting to go back to the roots of the VIP Car, the owner decided to
go with the Athlete model for its more powerful engine choice.

The switch to a Crown may be odd, but being an fervent VIP Car enthusiast,
his rides continually follow the current trend of VIP tuners in Japan, whom
have been working on less-expensive premium sedans as bridging luxury
models started going out of production. Even by doing so, he has injected a
unique take on the VIP Car with his own style - and that is what this culture
today is about. Respect!
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..to go back to the roots of the VIP...

Toyota Crown Athlete
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

5

6

9

9

8

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ENGINE
Voltage stabilizer
UNDERCARRIAGE
Accuair management with E-levelling
Airforce adjustable air struts
Brembo big 6 pot with 380mm rotor
Work Gnosis CV201 20” special rose gold
F: Pirelli P zero 235/35/20
R: Dunlop Sport Maxx 275/30/20
Hardrace camber kit front and rear
INTERIOR
Full DAD interior
Pioneer AVH 8850
Alpine processor
Pioneer Amp x 4
EXTERIOR
Job design full bodykit

MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!
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1.

2.

Gram Lights
Azure 57ANA

CJ Dynamics
Big Brake Kit

A big 4-pot monobloc that will fit inside 17-inch
wheels. One of the lightest big 4-pot brake calipers
in the market, it is also the the first and only floating
brake discs rotors which are designed in Singapore.
Tested on Sepang International Circuit for more than
30 hot laps on a track day, these will enhance braking
performance for shorter braking distance.

The design concept is to express next
generation three dimensionality, even in
narrow sizes.
The fusion of machining and diamond
cutting methods give rise to a unique
appearance which changes with the viewing
angle. The vertical section of the spokes are
limited in concaveness, increasing the visual
depth. Available from 17 - 20 inch sizes.

Fong Kim Exhaust System - 9653 8773

Stamford Tyres - 6262 3355

3.

TMG RS Hybrid
Turbo Kit

A turbocharger system suitable for daily use
thanks to the appropriate and tested impulse
wheel - axe combination that ensures the
optimum response and horsepower. Forged
aluminium construction and a harder
spring make it capable of producing 1.2 bar
mechanical boost pressure.
Monster Tune - 9784 6614

5.

S-Oil Seven PAO
0W-40 Engine Oil

The S-Oil flagship Seven PAO 0W-40 promises
good stability, easy starts and all-round engine
protection. Made with Poly Alpha Olefin (PAO),
it features low temperature fluidity, oxidation
stability and thermal stability. The Low-SAPS
technology (Sulphated Ash, Phosphorus &
Sulphur) exceeds the requirements from the
most demanding post treatment devices such
as the Catalytic Converter and the DPF (Diesel
Particulate Filter) found in modern vehicles.
S-Oil - www.s-oil7.com

7.

4.

Bridgestone
Ecopia EP300

Featuring NanoPro-Tech compound for
enhanced wet grip, the new tread pattern
contributes to anti-hydroplaning performance,
better handling and reduced noise. The EP300
has better tyre deformation control and a
uniform wear pattern. Available in 32 different
sizes starting from 15- to 18-inches.

Bridgestone Singapore www.bridgestone.com.sg

6.

K&N
Air Filter

K&N is no stranger to drop in air filters, and its latest
product is designed to fit everybody’s favourite car. From
compact hatchbacks to turbocharged beasts, one can
extract more punch by feeding cooler air into the air intake,
and this drop-in free-flowing air panel filter does the job
without the need of any fabrication.
BCC Automotive Group – 6552 5588

8.
Magnum Stainless
Steel Braided Hoses

Improve the braking response with an economical and
affordable solution with Magnum Stainless Steel Braided Hoses.
A cost-effective alternative to expensive big brake kits, a simple
upgrade makes a world of difference in emergency situations.
Suitable for various makes and models of vehicles alike. Ensure
the safety of your loved ones and yourself by opting for added
stopping prowess on the tarmac.
Gary’s Engineering – 6841 1923

Arma Big
Brake Kit

Big brake kits are a dime a dozen in our local
market these days, but only a select few have
performance to match their sky-high claims.
Arma, a reputable Taiwanese firm with more than
two decades of experience, offers big brake kits
of premium and superior quality to ensure safety
under all conditions. Coming in a single-piece
monoblock form made of cast aluminum alloy,
these brake kits are suitable for multiple makes
and models of cars.
Deutsche Motoren Werke - 6702 5588

GADGETS & GIZMOS

Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

1.

Cellink
Neo

2.

This ensures that the vehicle’s
original battery service life is
prolonged. It can power a dash cam
for up to 48 hours in parking mode. Bluetooth
connectivity and Smartphone App capability for
instant updates of battwery performance. It does not
require complicated modifications to the fuse box, and
preserves the new vehicle warranty by local distributors.

Designed to be installed in standard car door seals,
it helps to prevents air leakage to maintain integrity
of the air-conditioning. This also helps to seal dust
from being sucked into the car. Benefits include the
reduction in whistling noises caused by air leakage
around the door, significant reduction in ambient
airborne noise from entering the passenger cell.
RF Electronics - 6316 6242

Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

3.

LG
LGD521

The LGD521 is a sleek dashcam with
built-in WLAN and App. The front camera
features 1080p resolution with 130° viewing
angle. The rear camera does 720p and has a 120°
coverage. It has a low voltage power cut, and
supports up to 128GB cards. It is equipped with a
triple axis G-sensor for shock sensing. An external GPS
can be added for speed as well as location recording.
Autopia - 6560 2451

5.

4.

Personal
Diagnostic Module

What causes the Check Engine Light (CEL) to turn on?
The cause of this is one or more faults had been
detected by the Engine Control Unit (ECU). The only
way of accurately diagnosing the problem is via
a Personal Diagnostic Module (PDM). This device
is connected to the On Board Diagnostic Socket
(OBD2) and can communicate with your Smart
Phone. It will be able to read the Date Trouble
Codes (DTC) and can also erase them.
Harmony Motor - www.harmony.com.sg

6.

OWS
DSG II

AA-Gtechniq
Car Detailing

The Automobile Association of Singapore Total
Protection Package achieves high levels of
gloss, durability, scratch and chemical
resistance. Apart from premium paint
protection possibilities, the AAGTechniq detailing package also
eliminates the hassle of constant
polishing. Packages are eligible
for up to seven years warranty.

The dual clutch transmission gearbox
is a highly developed, complex
high-tech component, which creates
extremely demanding requirements for
the transmission ﬂuid. This is a specially
formulated fully synthetic transmission
ﬂuid. It has been exclusively developed for
high performance applications in new Audi,
Volkswagen group dual clutch transmissions.

AA Singapore - 6389 4243

OWS Germany - www.ows-germany.com

7.

DrArtex
Red Wind

Motul Inugel
Expert

When was the last time you checked
your coolant? With engines that run,
ensure that your coolant is up to task.
Motul’s universal coolant features
hybrid technology which improves
heat transfer for optimal engine
performance. Protects the cooling
systemDHM
from Otomotive
corrosion and
is safe
for 3272
Werkz
- 8368
seals, hoses, pipes and plastic parts.

8.

Little
Trees Pump

Made in USA from the best ingredients, Little
Trees air fresheners are renown for the fresh,
long-lasting fragrance experience. The wide
range of scents are now available in a spray
bottle for convenient use. It instantly gets your
car, home or office smelling better.
Concorde Auto Accessories - 6292 0087
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FUTURE
SG
Privately-owned Electric
Cars Will Be A Rarity Here…
TEXT & PHOTOS JONATHAN LIM

...and it’s our
own fault.

Study shows that Singaporean car buyers are the least
interested in ASEAN to own or buy an EV. In a Nissancommissioned study by Frost & Sullivan in six ASEAN
countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, Vietnam), results showed that only 23 percent
of Singaporean respondents would consider an EV
for their next purchase, far behind the average of 37
percent of consumers. In comparison, the next lowest
was Vietnam at 33 percent, and the highest was the
Philippines at 46 percent.

$16,000 more than the Ioniq Hybrid, and at least
$50,000 more than the petrol-powered Elantra 1.6-litre
sedan. An owner would also have to pay $1,082 in
annual road tax for the Ioniq EV, almost 50 percent
greater than a car with a 1.6-litre engine.
The bulk of savings for EVs then, will come from the
lower running costs associated with charging as
opposed to fuelling, as well as simpler mechanical
maintenance. A higher road tax cost diminishes this
advantage.

hatchback in seven Asia-Oceania markets (Singapore,
Australia, Hong Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, South
Korea and Thailand) this year.
So where does that leave eco-conscious car buyers in
Singapore? Electrification will become increasingly
common but it won’t totally displace fossil fuelburning engines, meaning we’ll be entering a hybrid
age long before a fully electric one.

“So far I cannot see a timeline where the internal
combustion engine (ICE) will disappear,” said Kazuhiro
It’s because of this that the early adoption of EVs
Doi, vice president, Global Director (Research &
here will be from fleets, said Goh Chee Kiong, head
Advanced Engineering) for the Nissan Alliance. “For the
of strategic development at SP Group. “Singapore is
time being, the majority of the powertrains are still ICE,
paying attention to fleets first, including taxi, private
so of course we cannot stop its development. We will
hire vehicle, car sharing and logistics companies, as the face more and more severe regulations for emissions,
higher mileages they clock will dramatically shorten
so finding solutions to pass those regulations is the
“Inherently, the cost of EVs Is significantly higher than
the payback period of the extra purchase cost.”
key. But without having ICEs, we cannot survive for the
conventional cars so unless the government bridges the
time being”, he added.
gap and makes the price go down, it will be very hard
This continues the trend of electric cars struggling to
for EVs to succeed”, said Vivek Vaidya, SVP of mobility
gain a foothold in Singapore; according to the Land
What this means is that anyone reading this article in
at Frost & Sullivan. “We don’t have any example in the
Transport Authority, of 91,775 new car registrations
2018 will more than likely still be able to buy a new
world where EVs were launched and successful without last year, only 383 of them were EVs or plug-in hybrid
car with an ICE within their lifetimes, just that they will
any special treatment”
EVs (PHEVs are capable of short electric-only trips
probably be supporting an electric motor in a hybrid
before a petrol engine kicks in for longer distances).
application.
EVs in Singapore are the only passenger vehicles eligible That said, that proportion should increase as more EV
for the full $20,000 rebate under the Vehicle Emissions
models get launched here.
So although car companies’ grandiose plans and news
Scheme (VES), but that may not be enough, as in
such as cities banning conventionally-powered cars
The results, and more, were announced at Nissan
addition to the higher purchase price, EVs also incur a
grab the headlines, the reality is that unless we, and
Futures, a forum discussing the future of EVs in
higher annual road tax.
the powers that be, strive towards a cleaner model of
Southeast Asia, held in Singapore on February 6 to 7
private mobility, the cars of our future won’t differ so
For example, the recently launched Hyundai Ioniq
2018. The Japanese automaker also announced plans
much from our cars of today.
EV currently retails for just under $150,000 with COE,
to launch the second-generation of its Leaf electric
A large part of this is due to a lack of incentives for the
adoption of EVs here. Indeed, the findings also revealed
that government incentives are a key motivator for
Singaporean customers, the only group to have this
factor in their top three, which comes as little surprise
given our highly-taxed, ultra-competitive car market.

F E AT U R E C A R
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f you already know who this ride belongs to, you may
skip this paragraph. Unfamiliar? He has harnessed over
20 years of racing experience in Gymkhana, Autotest,
SuperSprint, Sprint and Rally to lay his stake to the podium
throne at every motorsports event. He has been appointed
as a driving instructor for many driving events as well.
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Coming from a front-wheel drive background, moving
to the world of force-fed turbo is truly a steep learning
curve, especially when the next step up is an all-wheel
drive monster as well. His previous car, a Swift Sport, was
a much easier car to drive to the limits and displays more
consistent behaviour.
We have followed this car from the very first day he took
the keys - and we’re certain he has found the sweet spot to
turn a rally champion into the autocross brute. That being
said thou, the skill needed to go fast in a front-wheel drive
car isn’t that much different from an all-wheel drive option,
as evident from his stream of trophies after he got used to
the new ride.
With the car relatively stock, it has transformed slowly
into the full-fledged daily driven race-ready car. The first
modifications to this ‘Rex were to its suspension and
brakes. Fitting the hydraulic rear brake was the first major
modification which was added. Commonly found in rally
cars, it does allow skilled drivers to continue operating the
front brakes even when the rear brakes are locked up. On
the plus side, this setup saved him the trouble of fitting
extra brake calipers.
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On the top of the drivetrain work list was the stronger
six-speed gearbox - and with it came the addition of a 1.5
way rear differential. With a strong affinity to autocross
style events, the centre differential was kept stock for the
front-biased power delivery. Still, that didn’t stop him
from enjoying several fun traditional track days. Besides,
laying the power down had a uniquely satisfying effect
of the front end pulling away, until understeer happens
and the power gets shoved to the back and the rear starts
pushing instead.
Every time we think of a highly modified ‘Rex, we think
of an entire suspension made adjustable everything.
Surprisingly, we didn’t find that assortment here. Starting
from the must-have modification of coilovers and strut/roll
bars, there was an unique addition to the original setup:
The positive caster kit.

...Extra caster
for more camber...
Subaru Impreza WRX

“Running extra caster for more camber” helped this
naturally understeering car achieve a much more eager
turn-in response, rather than using toe and camber
adjustments - both of which will mean additional wear on
the tyres. Mind you, he drives to work daily, chewing up
tyres isn’t a price he was willing to pay.
Handling sorted, that was when the heavy modifications
started happening. With his know-how of ECU tinkering, he
managed to program more power from the stock engine,
with supporting modifications in the form of a turbo, fuel
regulator and a free-flowing catback exhaust.
Sitting inside, one will never get the idea that this is a
race-prepared car with only the bare minimum racing gear
With the biggest HUD display we have come across, and
one lone boost gauge, the only other hint that this car
actively participates in races are the seats and the harness
mounting points.
As the world embraces the new VA (which is the fourth
generation), it’s always nice to look back to the early 2000’s,
a time when MRTs ran like clockwork, taxes were low
and cars were about more oomph and less tech. There is
much respect for the old guard keeping the petrolhead
spirit alive and reminding the strawberry generation that
humans still rule the world, not computers.

Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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ENGINE
STI Intercooler
TD05-18G
ECUflash –self tuning
Aftermarket Fuel Regulator
Fujitsubo Legalise R exhaust
STi 6-speed gearbox

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ZING’S STING

The rear brakes, as good as they were, was still insufficient
to lock the sticky tyres that he uses during competitions.
Fortunately for WRX owners, salvation could be easily
obtained from the same factory, under the guise of STI.
Only having to deal with a WRX hub, the STI brakes added
much needed bite to lock up the rear and rotate the noseheavy ‘Rex around cones easily. The front brakes did get
their upgrades too, to six-pot models with enlarged rotors.

UNDERCARRIAGE
Cusco 1.5-way LSD
D2 Coilover
Cusco front and rear adjustable anti-roll bar
Front XYZ 4-pot with 2-pc 330mm rotor
Rear STi Brembo
INTERIOR
Bucket seat
EXTERIOR
Gizzmo Boost Controller

TEXT & PHOTO BMW
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INTERVIEW

THE WORLD IS ROUND
Andrea Bernoni on go-fast wheels
ueled by passion, Andrea Bernoni has petrol pumping
in his veins! We borrow some precious seconds from
the son of OZ CEO Claudio Bernoni for a lil chit chat.

and maintenance issues as it is more delicate.
Let’s not forget the final nail: The cost. The best in cost
effectiveness would have to be forged aluminium.

Welcome back! What do you miss the most about
Singapore?
I’m quite lucky that I get to come to Singapore almost
once a month, and every time I look forward to it very
much, because of the food! The food in Singapore is
really interesting, there is a lot of variation, and since
the first time I was here in 2010, I’m still shocked at
how many different dishes you can order from all the
various cuisines in Singapore. Being it more Chinese,
Peranakan or Indian, and the dish I look forward to the
most every time is the chili crab. There is nothing like it
in the world!

What is the LBF Biaxial Wheel Testing Machine?
It’s not required for TUV homologation, but the best
way to test wheels is to have a dedicated test car
and race track. But of course, this is not possible
for everyone. What we do is to use the LBF biaxial
machine - which OZ is one of the few to use - to
simulate the same stresses of the Nurburgring
race track use, translating to about 35,000km for a
complete test.
Every wheel design has to undergo this test, on top of
the full set of tests required by TUV, which gives us to
say that OZ wheels are safe, high performance wheels.

Tell us more about MSW/Sparco wheels and how
they complement OZ’s range.
Sparco, like OZ, is an Italian brand. Sparco has a long
and successful history in motorsports since 1977.
Since 2007, we had a long term licensing agreement
with Sparco - the only company in the world to
manufacture and sell Sparco wheels. What we are
trying to achieve with Sparco wheels is to have JDMinspired sporty designs with the same quality and
support from OZ - all at a more accessible price for
enthusiasts.
For MSW, we are aiming it at drivers who are looking
to personalize their cars - but without the extreme
performance levels. We design the wheels with
modern and stylish designs to enhance the OE look. As
with all our wheels, the quality and safety are strictly in
accordance with OZ Wheels standard.

With green being the buzzword today, how did OZ
make wheel manufacturing environment-friendly?
We do green, and add sustainability. Done the OZ way,
we are heavily involved in Formula E, which is how car
manufacturers are studying the future. In our factory,
100% of the materials we use are fully recyclable.
More importantly, all our OZ Racing wheels are made
in Italy - which is extremely strict on pollution and
environmental restrictions. We only use water or
powder based paints, which are environmentally
friendly. We also invest over 250,000 Euros yearly to
improve our production line, making it more efficient
and therefore, more environmentally friendly.

Talking about technology: With cost being no
problem, carbon fibre or aluminium wheels?
Neither.. Why? There is another alloy called
magnesium. With forged magnesium, you can obtain
an extremely light, strong and high performance
wheel - with benefits that one can’t get with carbon
fibre. First of all, carbon fibre has design limitations

Some say some wheels look good on certain cars
while not on others. Do you agree? Care to share
your thoughts!
Wheels have an important role in the aesthetics in the
car. I agree that not every wheel is suitable for every
car. There needs to be a good match between the
design of the wheel and car - and of course, personal
preference. For example, if you like a more racy design,
you won’t go wrong with an OZ wheel for sure!
What do you feel about certain “copies” of your

products?
It’s a very interesting topic for us. I feel flattered
because it means they like the design and they want to
replicate it! Jokes aside, it’s one thing to try to replicate
the design, but it is a completely another story to
replicate the quality and safety of the wheel. The main
problem with copies is that, even if they try to replicate
the design, it’s not possible for them to replicate the
technology, performance, quality and safety of the
wheel. What I recommend for everyone, is to be careful
- as copies can look similar to the original thing, they
will not handle and perform like the original and this
can put your safety and the safety of your loved ones
in great danger.
What would be your favourite OZ wheel? Also,
what wheel would be your all-time favourite
(including those no longer made)?
Hyper GT HLT! It’s a new design but why I like it
so much is that the Hyper GT is a perfect balance
between strength, stiffness and durability. Most, if
not all of the design elements are coming from racing
technologies, developed across all the different
motorsports which we have been involved since 1984.
The next time you’re back, Singapore would have
a zero vehicle growth policy. What do you think of
that?
I understand that the government has to be very
careful, as they have to limit the pollution and good
traffic conditions, for the people to drive around
without being in a jam all the time. At the same time,
I’m always surprised because despite the price of
the cars, and the costs of ownership, you still can see
the passion that Singaporeans are putting into their
cars. You can see how they are customizing it, to be
different from others and it doesn’t matter if it’s a
Honda Civic or a BMW M3, you will find some good
cars on the streets - especially those with our wheels
which always makes me very happy.

F E AT U R E C A R
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ang on, double take? Not really, after seeing
a blue Scirocco gracing our cover, this car’s
owner was set on getting one for himself. It
has almost been ten years since its introduction to
Singapore, but yet the first reborn Scirocco is still
desirable among the enthusiast circles - seductive
thing of beauty eh?
The Scirocco is testament to the fact that beautiful
aesthetics and performance can be achieved
without breaking the bank. In fact, it’s rather
surprising to realise how much this 1.4 TSI has
transformed to its existing state just by fettling with
a couple of modifications.
The small four-pot is good for 125bhp, which isn’t
fire-breathing by any standard, but for a start, it’s
turbocharged, and it’s relatively easy to eke out extra
horses from the tiny heart. More is better, right?
Starting with the suspension, the plush stock shocks
were swapped for BC BR shocks for a lower ride
and much stiffer damping. With the sporty ride
requirement settled, the brakes were changed out
for a beefy 6-pot calipers and steel braided hoses
to keep the kit tightly knit. And to fit the brakes, a
new set of OZ 18-inchers, with just enough X-Factor
clearance for the big clamps.
With the handling sorted, the Scirocco received a
Stage 2 engine upgrade, which saw the replacement
of the weaker original pistons with forged variants
which are lighter as well. The stock intercooler
made way for the Audi S3 Intercooler Upgrade,

which is a “safe” choice as it is an OEM part and has
been designed for reliability and longevity, while
delivering better flow and more stable charge
temperatures.An unique addition to the engine are
the R8 coil packs, which are able to produce a hotter
spark and help with smoother acceleration.
The biggest little upgrade was the replacement of
the addition of the hybrid turbo, which is based on
the original, but features reworked turbine wheels
to increase the mid-range and top-end power.
The modified actuator, beefed up bearings and
rebalanced turbo upgrade package may sound like
a tuning nightmare, but it is designed as a direct OE
drop in replacement.
A free-flowing MST Intake was installed, along with
a new dump valve to hold the the higher boost
level better. The tiny dual pipe stock exhaust had to
make way for a quad exhaust for more free flow, and
of course, professionally tuned for to max out the
power gains from these upgrades, which was in the
ballpark of 60 horse and 100 newtons… Impressive.
Power is not wasted and firmly put to the ground
with the ultra sticky Yokohama AD08Rs!
On the outside, this ‘Roc underwent several visual
upgrades to improve his ride’s look. A stylish CF
bonnet gave the front end additional vents to expel
the hot air from the engine bay quicker at speed,
while the ground-hugging looks were further
enhanced with a skirt kit with a rear diffuser that
surrounds the quad tips.

es

Will there ever be another economy hatchback
with the potential to be a fire breathing monster?
As it stands, the only threat to the Scirocco itself
is another Scirocco - and even that is no lofty
achievement as the Scirocco enters the difficult
generation jump. Despite being given a face surgery
a couple of years ago, the new model doesn’t seem
to be enjoying the same sale success as before.

VW Scirocco 1.4TSI

Will the Scirocco go the way of the Corrado? The
irony is that the Scirocco was believed to the
spiritual successor othe the Corrado, but it seems
that the Scirocco might suffer the same fate as its
predecessor after ten years. The time to get one is
definitely now, or risk never.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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ENGINE
Stage 2
Reflashed DSG
Hybrid Turbo
Forge Internal
Forge Diverter Valve
MST intake
Audi S3 Intercooler
Bastuck Quad Exhaust
R8 Spark Coil
UNDERCARRIAGE
Stoptech BBK 6pot
OZ 18” Rims
BC BR Coilovers
Ultra Racing mid/rear 4 point
INTERIOR
Prosport boost gauge
EXTERIOR
Cup Spoiler
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The 48 Hour International
Car Audio Build-Off 2018
Yes, it might not be held anywhere near our region,
but it is heartwarming to witness the development
of vehicle customisation, especially when there is
in-car entertainment (ICE) thrown in the mix. The
Modified Nationals Performance & Tuning Show will
be held from the 25th to 27th May at Peterborough
Arena & Events Centre. Team UK will be up against
Team Germany 2018. The International Car Audio
Build Off aims to showcase the fabrications skills
offered by some of the industry’s professional car
audio installers, using some of the latest car audio
products available. Each five-person team are given
the same car, the same products and materials,
yet only 48 hours to build and tune a ‘competition
standard’ Car HiFi System. At the end of the 48-hour
build off, each team will present the cars to the
guest judges to identify the highlights and unique
skills deployed on both cars. The cars will then enter
the European Mobile Media Association (EMMA)
competition. The cars will be judged according to
the new 2018 edition rulebook in the following
categories - Master Level Sound Quality, Skilled ESPL
(Sound Pressure Level) and Master Level Installation.
We’re certainly looking forward to this event!

CarMediaWorld and EMMA Eurofinals
at Auto Messe Salzburg 2018
From March 23-25, CarMediaWorld will again be providing an
attractive platform for the trend topic of car audio and infotainment
at Austria’s major spring trade fair Auto Messe Salzburg. At the start
of the international car infotainment season, the European Mobile
Media Association (EMMA), as the CarMediaWorld’s organising
team, is once again expecting a unique get together of enthusiasts,
specialists and brand representatives from over 50 nations.
Together with the Salzburg trade fair audience, they will celebrate

countless product premieres and the best sounding cars in the
world. Additionally, more than 100 participants of the International
Head Judge training will prepare for the sound competition season
and the implementation of the new competition CD, participants
from more than 25 countries are preparing to compete for the
European championship title in one or more EMMA categories.
Watch this space as we bring you more as part of a post-event
coverage of CarMediaWorld and Auto Messe!
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ICE CAR

This example defied our
perception of ICE because it has
plenty of audio quality, and yet
all are housed in a very neat and
refined manner - all thanks to
the talented installer, none other
than Xtremez Audio!
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portions of the cabin. Some might opt for the
“VIP” look, while others can look towards in-car
entertainment (ICE) upgrades. This example defied
our perception of ICE because it has plenty of
audio quality, and yet all are housed in a very neat
and refined manner - all thanks to the talented
installer, none other than Xtremez Audio!

will appreciate the great lengths and meticulous
thought process behind this. Starting from the
source unit is the Alpine X009, which is a perfect
fit made for the Harrier. It comes with a big 9 inch
touch display, digitally connected with Helix DSP
Pro MK2 signal processor with a direct support as
the controller.

With the proliferation of crossovers, it is
interesting to understand the Harrier’s place in the
increasingly popular SUV category. But we reckon
that it has carved its own niche, by having a sporty
stance, and yet a comfortable driving experience.
This bodes well for local roads, and even more
logical if we want to hoon it up North across the
border.

Mr Jayson Neo is the owner of this Toyota Harrier
and judging by how this example turned out, we
can understand that he loves to customise every
single detail of ICE - we can hardly find an inch in
his ride untouched! He is a person who has very
specific needs in terms of sound quality, but he
knows right from the start what and who to look
for with this project. Charles from Xtremez Audio
knows his stuff, which is why Jayson places full
trust on Charles to deliver a unique ride equipped
with top notch sound quality tuning!

This is connected directly to the full line of
Quartorigo system, starting from the Prestigio, a
pure Class A amplifier with 65 Watts per channel
and 4 units of limited edition INGOT 2, bridged
mono powering midrange and midbass. 1 unit of
Grave powers the sub-woofer with more than 600
watts of raw power - more than enough oomph to
cater for all angles of the sound spectrum!

With an abundance of interior space, it comes
as no surprise that drivers might look to modify

We are very pleased to be featuring his Toyota
Harrier as it is truly one of a kind, and audiophiles

oyota’s Harrier can be considered one of the
more widely sought-after SUVs in Singapore,
given its wide breadth of abilities as far as
functionality is concerned. It has bags of space to
house five adults in comfort, while still possessing
a sleek, sporty silhouette that belies its practicality.
Add on bulletproof reliability and a ride that
swallows irregularities, there you have a winning
recipe that will be widely accepted by all members
of the family.

The front speakers are also a highlight, with the
precise Grandiso 3-way system chosen as the
weapon of choice. The pillar is adorned with the
Grandiso tweeter, and the dashboard features
the midrange. At the door panel you will be able

TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS DANIEL PEH MODEL JOJO LAI BY ICE NET PTE LTD
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ICE CAR

GRANDIOSO OPUS WOOFER

QUARTORIGO INGOT 2

QUARTORIGO INGOT 2

HELIX DSP PRO MK2
HEAD UNIT
ALPINE X009

QUARTORIGO
GRAVE

GRANDIOSO OPUS MID

GRANDIOSO OPUS TWEETER

to identify slight modifications to the original speaker
position. The grill of the door panel was modified, too. The
sub-woofer of the system is the CS320.2sw, which sits in a
custom enclosure in the boot. The devil is in the details...
A quick listen was more than sufficient to understand why
this ride is so highly regarded in the local ICE fraternity.
The result is is a stunning piece of mobile art, and we were
blown away listening to Jayson’s Harrier, packed with crystal
clear sound with great dynamics. The mids and highs are
dealt with pinpoint accuracy, while the subwoofer performs
extremely well to deliver distortion free bass on demand,
even when the soundtrack is bass heavy. This mobile media
hauler is truly a force to be reckoned with. Give it a listen if
you have the chance, and you might very well understand
why in-car entertainment is such an enjoyable hobby!
Fancy vocals never sounded the same again...

QUARTORIGO
PRESTIGIO CLASS A

CS 320.2SW
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Family friendly stereo?
Family arguments about what music or radio station to listen to on
long car journeys could soon be a thing of the past. A stereo system
that creates isolated bubbles of sound around occupants of a vehicle
is being developed by Ford. It means that while the driver might be
listening to football commentary on the radio, a passenger beside
them can enjoy music or sit in silence.
The technology uses speakers around each seat to produce each
person’s choice in sound.
But to avoid a cacophony, the technology behind the system can
isolate each person in their own “audio zone”. It can also be used to
cancel out other background noises, like the sound of the engine, the
road rushing past or the blast from air conditioning.

Global car audio
amplifier market to grow
While it is usually 20-45% per cent or more in developed
economies, the global car audio amplifier category will
continue to rise at a significantly higher rate than overall. This is
according to a detailed assessment by Questale, which covered
some major players in the industry including Panasonic,
Continental and Fujitsu Ten. With growing competition in
the market, both local and regional competitors have come
head to head with each other. They are engaging in M&A
activities and technological innovation to gain an edge over
their competition for finding the largest share of end-users.
New vendors in the market are facing tough competition
from established international vendors as they “struggle” with
technological innovations, reliability and quality issues. What
are your thoughts about car amplifiers? Do they account for a
large chunk of your vehicle purchasing decision?

29th Spring
Daytona Turkey Run
The 29th Spring Daytona Turkey Run presented by White
Diamond welcomes thousands of beautiful classic and
custom cars, a massive swap meet, arts and crafts on Artisan
Alley, great food and drink. You might be wondering why we
are featuring an event at the other end of the world - this is
because we do like to encourage a more open culture in terms
of sharing ideas for ICE customisation. And yes, the venue itself
brings back some nostalgia with regards to or arcade days,
slamming the throttle and changing gears for hours playing
Daytona! The family event kicks off at 8am. on Friday, March
23rd at the Daytona International Speedway, and runs through
Sunday, March 25th.
In this edition, The 2018 Spring Daytona Turkey Run announces
the inclusion of the Soundcrafters 32nd Annual Spring Break
Nationals, a car audio expo and sound competition.
The Spring Daytona Turkey Run is open to the public and
features thousands of vintage, classic, custom, muscle cars,
race cars and trucks on display and for sale, as well as a massive
swap meet in which vendors sell and trade hard-to-find auto
parts and accessories. There are also arts and crafts on Artisan
Alley and a full midway of delicious food and drink vendors.

Ford says in a patent application: “In addition to engine sounds and
road rumble, other unwanted noises can include wind noise and
sounds from other vehicle occupants.”
The technology uses a set of microphones around each seat to detect
unwanted noises.
And directional speakers then create “anti-noise” sound waves to cancel
them out.
The patent suggests that the system could not only be used in a normal
family-sized car, but could also be used in larger forms of transport like
minibuses or even large coaches.
A control unit in front of each seat could be used to help the occupant
choose what to hear.
“Each user interface comprises an engine sound control and a
cabin noise control for adjusting an audio output provided to the
corresponding audio zone,” the patent says.
But while the technology may be welcomed by many drivers, some fear
it could kill the art of conversation on car journeys.

DD Audio premier at
CarMediaWorld Salzburg
Since the start of 2018, DD Audio, a Global EMMA partner, has been
showcasing their latest products in Salzburg. DD Audio produces
quality products designed and manufactured in Oklahoma City, USA.
They might not be extremely well known in Singapore, but perhaps
they are best known for performance in SPL competitions. Thy
build high quality audio solutions for every application in life, from
automotive to boats, home, and even pro audio.
One of their recent innovations to the subwoofers have been with
our Evolution Subwoofer Package (ESP), which features customised
tooled high excursion surrounds, cones, spiders, and baskets. ESP
features has also been included in the Z series of subwoofers, now
available in 2.5″, 3″ and 4″ coil configurations. The Z motor structure,
designed and built in OKC, with the ESP part suite boasts exemplary
sound quality and sound pressure level performance. These can be
seen at DD Audio’s booth during CarMediaWorld.
www.emmanet.info
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Car Audio Champion:
A Q&A with HARMAN’s Natan Budiono

N

atan Budiono, Senior Principal Acoustic
Engineer, discusses his passion for acoustics
and how HARMAN has helped him do what
he loves. Natan is an acoustician extraordinaire
and thirteen-time champion at the prestigious
International Auto Sound Challenge Association
(IASCA) and United States Autosound Competition
International (USACi) World Finals. Audio tuning is his
passion, both at HARMAN and at home.

in 1991. My first entry into the competition was a
system I built in my friend’s car. We won all three of the
IASCA events we participated in that year. After that, I
was hooked and have been competing ever since.

A. Electronics and Car Audio have been my hobbies
since I was young. By the time I was 15 years old, I had
already installed car sound systems in my parents’ new
1978 Honda Civic. When I graduated with a Bachelor
of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
(BSEET) from the Milwaukee School of Engineering,
I decided to open my own business specializing in
high-end car audio with a concentration on car audio
competitions, buildings and tunings.

Eventually, I started building an audio system in my
own car – a 1989 Suzuki Swift GTi – which I still own.
With my car, I was qualified to enter the 1995 IASCA
World Finals in Dallas, Texas. That was my first World
Finals event entry and I ended up finishing in 5th
place. It was a great feeling, especially since it was
my first time at that competition. Since 1995, I have
qualified for the IASCA Finals every year with the
exception of 2000 and 2001, due to my move from
Milwaukee to Detroit. Moving to Michigan was great
opportunity for me; I was able to work on various
car audio systems for several OEM suppliers – which
eventually led me to HARMAN, my dream job. At
HARMAN, I lead tuning for Mark Levinson systems
in Lexus vehicles, which are some of best-reviewed
systems ever produced in-car.

Q. First off, what is a car audio competition?

Q. What does it take to win the competition?

A. There are several different types of car audio
competitions, ranging from Sound Pressure Level
(SPL) competition, Installation Competition, and
Sound Quality Competition (SQC).
While Sound Pressure Level focuses on the loud bass,
window-shattering systems, my concentration is in
the Sound Quality Competition. SQC focuses on the
sound quality and enjoyability of a sound system.
Participants in the SQC part of the competition are
judged on tonal balance, sound stage, imaging,
ambiance, sound linearity, as well as system noise,
ergonomics and other categories.

A. To me, it all comes down to passion. Passion has
been the main driving tool in my career success. You
have to fully commit and believe in yourself to finish
on top. At every competition, especially at the Finals,
I always came in with the mentality of “I must win”.
Of course, just wanting to win doesn’t make you win.
Passion needs to also be accompanied by hard work.
Basically, passion combined with dedication and hard
work has been my strongest weapon in winning my
competitions.

Q. When did you get into audio tuning?

Q. What brings you back to Car Audio Championships?
A. I started getting involved in car audio competitions

Q. How does this competition help you with your work
at HARMAN?
A. Participating in this competition may sound like
a hobby for some people, but I treat it as my job. I

work to improve my skills, and I keep up with the
latest improvements in car audio so I always know
what I need to do to make it to the top. I tune car
audio systems daily, but at almost every competition,
I learn something new. I have continued to gain skills
and knowledge that benefits my work at HARMAN.
Further, attending these competitions has given
me opportunities for additional interaction with
customers. It makes me more flexible in fulfilling
customer requests and more expert in understanding
customers’ beliefs or directions. Another bonus: my
competition win record gives me credentials that win
customer respect and trust in my work results.
Q. Has working at HARMAN helped you win this
competition in any way? If so, how?
A. Working at HARMAN, I have the ability to work on
audio systems all year long. When it comes time for
the competition, I try to improve the sound based on
what I learned while tuning various HARMAN systems,
such as the Mark Levinson systems in Lexus vehicles.
Some on the competition circuit consider my work
at HARMAN to be an unfair advantage. However, my
responsibilities within HARMAN don’t allow much
time to work on my competition car, so I guess it
balances out in the end.
Q. What do you like best about what you do?
A. I like the challenge of creating the best audio
system that meets the customer’s high expectations,
even with limited resources. I like to achieve
something that was unthinkable – and have the result
be greater than expected.
Natan’s creativity, dedication and expertise in
acoustics has greatly contributed to the successful
installation of the Mark Levinson Sonic Signature
in every Lexus vehicle in order to deliver the widest
range and highest quality of sound on the market.
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Loaded Chemistry
Powering Ahead with the Best in Chemicals
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTO MANUFACTURERS

E

stablished in 1978, Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd (‘Bestchem’) is a Singapore-based
stockist, manufacturer, wholesaler and distributor for speciality solvents, laboratory
reagents, race fuels, industrial chemicals and supplies, organic chemicals and biological
pesticides as well as safety tools and equipment.
The company provides customised chemical solutions and related services that cater to a
variety of industries, including aviation, building and construction, government, healthcare,
automotive, hospitality, manufacturing, military, and academic and research.
Helming the company’s operations is Bestchem’s Managing Director, Mr Johnny Wong, an
avid and veteran racer who actively supports the motorsport scene in Singapore and the
region. With the experience of several mega international events under its belt (including
Monster Jam, Formula Drift, Formula 1 and Asian Karting Open Championship, just to name a
few), Bestchem’s the go-to guys for on-site fuel support services.
In recent years, Bestchem has successfully established itself as a household name as one of
Singapore’s leading automotive one-stop shop.

eshop-best-chemical.com
Bestchem now distributes Adblue for Euro 6 compliant
diesel vehicles and methanol for the
popularised water-methanol injection kits used by many super-/turbocharged vehicles. It also
offers other speciality products and chemicals such as containers, dispensers, test kits, hobby
fuels and additives. Today, it is the exclusive distributor for VP Racings Fuels, VP Powermaster
Hobby Fuels, Blue Sky Adblue and Grip Tire Softener.
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Stay tuned, too, to VP Racing Lubricants – a family of fully synthetic professional grade racing
oils and high performance synthetic blend oils as well as gear oils, engine break-in oil and
engine assembly lube – to be launched this year. Visit vpracingfuels.com/vp-racing-fuelsintroduces-new-line-of-lubricants/ for more information and contact Bestchem for pre-orders.
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With the recent launch of Singapore’s only 24/7 race fuel, methanol and Adblue one-stopshop, motor sports enthusiasts will be able to purchase VP Racing Fuels, BestChem Methanol
as well as Blue Sky Adblue round the clock.

Bestchem is located at 60 Senoko Road Singapore 758124.
Check out their on-line shop at eshop-best-chemical.com.
For more information, visit www.best-chemical.com, call (65) 6755 2400 or email enquiry@best-chemical.com

Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd
60 Senoko Road
Singapore 758124
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Honda Jazz 1.5 RS

Honda Jazz 1.5 RS
ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES Band
Price
Availability

What is this?
Cars like the Honda Jazz that still deliver the maximum b-for-b. In fact we’d go
so far as to say the Honda Jazz has something of a record when it comes to
improvement, as few other nameplates have come as close to such an unbroken
record of successive excellence.
The current third-generation Honda Jazz compact hatch debuted here in 2014. It
had the unenviable task of improving on a car that has only gotten better since
its first-gen appearance in 2001, but didn’t drop the ball at all. 2018 sees a mild
facelift for Honda’s popular compact. In classic Japanese facelift style, the front
end looks a little different, with the lower half of gaining a more aggressive appearance.

TEXT & PHOTOS DERRYN WONG

What is new?
Three new colours, the most obvious of which is Rouge Amethyst Metallic, a
rather unique shade of magenta-pink that might pique the interest of individualists. Of course these days, its cars like its own stablemate, the HR-V, and the
Toyota C-HR, that are trying to steal buyers’ harts with a very different piper song.
But HR-V is bigger, right?
It’s a myth that SUVs/crossovers mean more space, as they’re often constrained
by design - the C-HR’s rear seats are claustrophobic compared to the Jazz’s airy,
spacious cabin, even the HR-V’s decent space can’t match its hatchback brother
when it comes to sheer real estate.
Boot space is still class leading, at 360-litres - that’s just shy of a Volkswagen Golf
and around 100-litres more than other compacts like the Mitsubishi Space star,
and only 17-litres short of the Toyota C-HR. The Jazz also packs extra jive with its

1,498cc, inline-4
130hp / 6,650 rpm
155Nm / 4,600rpm
Earthdreams CVT
9.6s
180km/h
5.6L/100km
B Neutral
S$91,999
Now (www.honda.com.sg)

‘ULTRA seats’, that not only fold 60/40, but the seat bases also fold up and out of
the way automatically to reveal even more cargo space.
Toys?
Keyless entry and start is something all Japanese cars pack these days, but not
all of them have LED headlights, steering wheel remote controls, cruise control,
paddle shifters, nor a seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system (Honda’s
Display Audio) with Apple CarPlay compatibility.
Fun?
All of that would be enough to secure the Jazz lots of applause already, but it’s
always been known for fun-to-drive qualities as well, and the 1.5 RS doesn’t disappoint, with a playful, zippy nature that doesn’t discourage spirited driving.
While torsion beam suspension (in the Jazz’s rear) can be uncivilised, this doesn’t
hold it back. Unlike crossovers, the hatch’s 16-inch alloys means it doesn’t have
to deal with ridiculously-outsized wheels and this reaps plenty of benefits in
numerous areas, including ride, refinement and handling.
130hp is plenty of pep for a small car, and the 1.5 delivers zippy, spirited performance, even if it inescapably exhibits CVT drone and a little less zing than the
power figures would suggest.
Like all truly great cars, it punches above its weight in every single category and
offers a lot more than its price tag implies. Everyone might be tapping their feet
to crossover crooning these days, but only time will tell if that’s here to stay or
merely bubblegum pop. In the meantime, Honda’s capable compact proves that
Jazz will never be short of fans.

EVENT
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DRIVING
ON CLOUD
Bridgestone’s
latest
Turanza
T005A
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

Bridgestone has announced it’s latest tyre for the Turanza range.
The name, came about when Bridgestone sought to produce a
tyre which combines the handling qualities of the established
Potenza range of high performance tyres, with the comfort and
serenity sought by car owners.
The Turanza range has been around for many years, which has
seen several products being introduced for original equipment
manufacturer and aftermarket segments. The previous addition
to the Turanza range, the GR-100, introduced the interesting
concept of integrating a helmholtz resonator pattern into the
tyre tread design which decreased road noise considerably.
The Turanza range is focused on drivers who seek comfort and
peace during their commute, be it city driving or long highway
commutes. Based on research, Bridgestone identified that
sudden braking and wet weather performance were at the top
of driver concerns list.
Based on this data, the engineers of the Turanza T005A worked
to improve the tyre on two key areas: dry and wet handling, as
well as wet grip performance. The T005A’s new contact design
evenly spreads the tyre’s load across the contact patch. The tyre
tread blocks feature edge chamfering - which translates into less
ambiguous handling and Bridgestone’s proprietary NanoProTech polymer compound, which is geared for more grip without
sacrificing fuel economy.
We were given the chance to experience the new tyres on
Bridgestone’s Proving ground in Thailand. FIrst off, the standard
wet braking test, which was conducted by the instructors,
proved that the new tyre was more capable at bringing the
Camry to a halt quicker than the older GR-100.
During the product presentation, Toru Ubukata, Director of
Bridgestone Asia Pacific Technical Centre, said: “Roads in Asia are
rougher and damping becomes the focus of the tires, compared
to using a softer sidewall.“ We were given a ride across various

rough surfaces in two similar Camrys, with us being shown the GR-100
comfort and noise level to get an idea of the baseline performance. Next, we
set off in another Camry that was equipped with the T005A. The new tyres
proved that despite having a stiffer sidewall, it is more capable of damping
the road surface noise and took the the jarring edge off bumps better than
the GR-100.
Getting behind the wheel, we could put the cars through a high-speed lane
change and a spirited gymkhana-like style circuit. Driving the T005A after
the GR-100, we immediately could feel that the T005A gave the car a better
composure through high speed lane changes as well as high speed cornering.
Even after charging into the corner, the tyre loads up nicely without feeling
the “tread squirm”, which can be unsettling for everyday drivers.
The wet weather demonstration was on a curvy track with standing water,
being the passenger in the car, we could feel that the new T005A breaking
away progressively, allowing the driver plenty of feedback, which aids in
correcting the understeer. Charging into a wet corner at dizzying 100+km/h
speeds isn’t something which we recommend, but it’s proof that the tyre is
definitely capable of handling a soaking very well.
One of the benefits of having a stiffer sidewall in the Turanza T005A over
the GR-100 was on the mini gymkhana circuit, which featured emergency
braking, slaloms and a quick lane change followed by emergency braking.
While the GR-100 is still a capable tyre, the T005A outshines it by offering
a crispier steering feedback and less nervous handling. The car was more
controllable under heavy braking with the ABS kicking less aggressively as
we ground to a panicked stop.
With the Turanza T005A targeted at premium sedans, such as models from
Lexus, Mercedes-Benz and BMW, it has proven its mettle on the test track to
match the performance of the luxury sedans.
Replacing the current T001 and GR-100 for both OE and aftermarket, the
Turanza T005A has been selected as original fitment by premium car brands,
and it will be launched in selected markets across the Asia Pacific Region in
2018. The Turanza T005A will be available in 36 sizes, from 15 to 19 inches.
For more information, please visit www.bridgestone.com.sg.
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MAKE
THE
FUTURE

D

ay one of the festival saw hundreds of schoolchildren and other visitors
generated electricity on the kinectic dancefloor with their dance moves,
and were thrilled to build and race their own cars powered by nothing but
saltwater. Visitors were also able to explore bright ideas from around Asia,
see what is happening now to power our world and get a glimpse of what the future
of energy might look like.
The Starship Initiative – a co-engineering project by Shell Lubricants and AirFlow
Truck Company – showcased the development of an ultra-energy efficient truck
which aims to reduce carbon emissions produced by road freight transportation.
Through augmented reality, visitors learnt how this new truck design would be able
to save fuel, equivalent to removing 23,000 trucks from the road.
The action isn’t limited to static displays as teams participating in the Shell Ecomarathon Asia put their self-built vehicles through a detailed technical and safety
inspection. Shell Eco-marathon Asia is part of a global programme that challenges
bright young minds to design and build ultra-energy-efficient cars. There are two
key competitions this year – the Mileage Challenge where teams compete to travel
the furthest on the least amount of fuel, and Drivers’ World Championship Asia.
The latter challenges the best UrbanConcept teams to combine the proven energy

Shell brings out the
brightest talents
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS SHELL

efficiency of their car with the speed and skill of their driver, in a race to see who can
cross the finish line first on the least amount of fuel. Student teams will compete in
three different categories based on their selected energy source: internal combustion
engine (gasoline, diesel, ethanol), battery-electric power and hydrogen fuel cell.
The Singapore contingent saw 10 cars from 7 tertiary institutions competing to be
the most energy-efficient. This year’s contenders from Singapore include a first-time
entrant in newcomer Temasek Polytechnic, new cars from institutions like Ngee
Ann Polytechnic, as well as returning teams from universities such as Nanyang
Technological University and Singapore University of Technology and Design.
New kid on the block, Temasek Polytechnic’s TP ECO FLASH, developed and designed
their hydrogen fuel cell in-house for their prototype car at Shell Eco-marathon Asia.
A fan favourite, Nanyang Technological University’s NTU 3D Printed Car returned this
year with a new energy source – hydrogen.
More than 150 bright minds representing diverse sectors gathered in Singapore
to discuss ideas around the topic “Energy for Better Living” at this year’s Powering
Progress Together forum. Dialogue centred around Asian growth aspirations and
the imminent energy challenge facing the region, and underlined the importance
of multi-sector collaboration in driving effective policy and cultural change to drive

low-carbon business and consumer choices and opportunities.
Turning talk into action, the business forum also showcased promising
Singapore start-ups selected in the inaugural Shell #IdeaRefinery accelerator
programme by Shell Singapore, ImpacTech and NUS Enterprise that are
developing new energy solutions in support of Singapore’s ambition to be
a sustainable and smart nation. The start-ups are billionBricks, EnergyNova,
Solarite, Tripledot Technologies, and Xnergy.
The ceremony featured the flag-off of the ninth Shell Eco-marathon Asia,
with 122 student teams from 18 countries across Asia Pacific and the Middle
East gathered in Singapore with their self-built vehicles in a competition to
be the most energy-efficient. One of the world’s longest-running student
competitions, Shell Eco-marathon is a global programme that challenges
bright student minds to design and build ultra-energy-efficient cars, and then
put them to the test in competition.
The UrbanConcept category came to an exciting close on the third day of
Make the Future Singapore. Competition was fierce with an increased number
of participants, where 51 UrbanConcept teams from the region pit their

innovative vehicles against each other in sub-categories spanning internal
combustion engine, battery electric power and hydrogen fuel cell.
Singapore qualified for Shell’s Drivers’ World Championship Asia, with the team
representing Singapore is none other than the NTU Singapore 3D-Printed Car.
They are the only car, out of the 7 qualified, to be powered by a Hydrogen
Fuel Cell. Singapore teams were the big winners in the hydrogen categories at
Shell Eco-marathon. Nanyang Technological University Singapore 3D-Printed
Car won the UrbanConcept – Hydrogen category, Temasek Polytechnic’s ECO
FLASH claimed first spot in the Prototype – Hydrogen category, and Ngee Ann
Polytechnic’s H2GO won the Most Innovative Hydrogen Newcomer Award and
was 1st runner-up in the Prototype – Hydrogen category.
2018 marks the end of the global festival’s two-year tenure in Singapore. Ms
Goh Swee Chen, Chairman of Shell Singapore, said: “It has been an enriching
experience discussing bright ideas and innovation while working with
various stakeholders to map the future of Asian mobility. This is not the end
of the road for this festival in Asia. The Make the Future campaign carries on
throughout our region through different activities, and the 2019 venue will be
announced in due course. I wish the next host country every success.”

OVERSEAS
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The interesting roads turn out to start with a drive
over the Ponte 25 de Abril, the suspension bridge that
people mistake for a replica of the Golden Gate bridge,
but is really a sister of the San Francisco Bay Bridge. It
was originally called the Ponte Salazar, after Antonio
Salazar, the Portuguese dictator, but was renamed for
the date his political party was overthrown (though,
luckily for them, no one was thrown over the bridge
in the process). What counts as “interesting” must
mean something different to the Portuguese, because
what follows next is a long blast on a motorway that’s
anything but entertaining, leaving a frustrated David
with little to do other than to try and set a land speed
record for a production diesel car. When we reach the

vineyard where lunch is waiting, there’s some buzz
among the group about an unmarked police car on
the highway, and the implications of maxing out a
425d along the way.
There’s some grumbling on the matter, although
by some accounts the person in the police car was
blonde and shapely, so there are conflicted feelings
about our not being pulled over. Mind you, the 425d
draws lingering looks from plenty of people at whatever speed. The 4 Series pair attract the mobile phone
salute wherever they go, and regularly receive the
thumbs up. The Portuguese seem generally appreciative of good- looking cars, and don’t radiate an ounce
of the resentment you sometimes feel in Singapore
when you drive an expensive car with two doors
around.
They strike me as a genuinely nice people. Salazar’s
regime was overthrown in a bloodless revolution, and
even when the dictator himself banged his head after
a fall and was temporarily incapacitated by a cerebral
hemorrhage, they quietly replaced him and never told
him he was no longer the ruler of the country once
he regained his senses. He continued to believe he

DAY 1
We start things off with a seaside lunch, and immediately discover that the Portuguese palate is as
salty as a sailor’s tongue. Stands to reason, really. The
Portuguese were early seafarers, and set sail for India, Brazil, China, Japan and parts of Africa more than
600 years ago. People like that eat copious amounts
of seafood of course, but in the age before refrigeration they had to preserve their food with, what else,
salt. Little wonder that, to this day, Portuguese food
is heavy on the sodium.
David has a few salty things to say about the sunshine, too. I thrive on the stuff, so I gleefully accept
the keys to the 420d Convertible while he sulks, still
low on pork levels. Lisbon is so far south that a ferry
to Africa is literally less than 700km away by highway
— the equivalent of Singapore to Kuala Lumpur
and back — so you can imagine the warmth of the
weather. Perfect cabriolet conditions, in other words,

unless all those sun rays do is remind you of the
barbecued pork you didn’t get to eat at lunch.
The other thing about Portugal is that it’s home to
some stunning coastline. Our route takes us past
Cremina Beach, a strip of ocean road so pretty that
it’s become a
car company favourite: my drive in the 420d is actually my fourth time there, although it’s the first in a
convertible. The 420d gets by on 190hp and weighs
more than a 5 Series, so it’s not particularly athletic
feeling, but the test car has one redeeming feature
in the form of a manual transmission. I seriously
miss these, and wonder how it is that BMW drivers in
Singapore don’t want them.
David, meanwhile, refuses to take the wheel, probably because you can drive a car while making a
pouty face but you can’t do it and cross your arms at

the same time.
It turns out that
he’s an evil genius, because on
the run back into
Lisbon we encounter
some serious rush-hour
traffic. No matter, really. The
BMW’s clutch is light, and the
gearstick easy to shove around. People
who think of manual transmissions as hardship don’t
know what hardship is.
Thankfully, David’s attitude to food is slightly more
robust. Despite being sleepy enough to fall asleep
several times throughout dinner, he toughs it out all
the way to
dessert, somehow powering through to the finish
line by polishing it all off.

DAY 3
Having spent a night near the Spanish border, we
encounter land-based food for a change. Some of it
is in pre-food form. David goes for a morning walk
and claims he was“menaced” by a bull. “I heard mooing and ambled over,” he says. “Then I noticed it had
horns...” Wisely, he didn’t run but backed away slowly
from the creature, thus escaping without a rear puncture. The hotel we stay in turns out to be converted
from a working ranch, so apart from menacing ungulates it’s also home to some horses.
The 530e spends the night with them, but only
because being a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, it
benefits from an overnight charge courtesy of a home
charger. You plug that into an ordinary wall socket,
stick the other end into the car, and after a few hours

your iPerformance BMW is ready to go. It’s ridiculous,
frankly, that the home charger isn’t approved for sale
in high-tech Singapore (at least, not at the time I’m
writing this) when it works perfectly well in an old
horse’s stable.
Plug-in cars work best in urban settings and over short
distances, but the 530e turns out to offer plenty on the
open road, too. For one thing, having a turbo petrol
engine and an electric motor is like using two arms to
lift something instead of just one, so it’s pleasantly energetic. You do feel the extra weight in the rear of the
car, thanks to a hefty bank of batteries, but the 530e is
a classic example of how a plug-in BMW still feels like
a BMW to drive.

ran Portugal until he died, two years later. If anyone is
being dictatorial in Portugal, it’s David. After snatching
the keys to the 520d Touring after lunch, he bombs
along the country roads merrily, enthusing about a car
that you wouldn’t expect someone from a magazine
like TopGear Singapore to be excited about. “I like
this car,” he says. “It doesn’t pretend to be anything.
It’s just an estate.” That may be so, but in his hands it
does a credible impression of a sportscar, as he slings
it through some twisties that we find, and generally
arses about trying to get the tail out. After hogging
the car through the most interesting parts of the route
(and getting us lost in the process), he grudgingly
hands the key over and lapses into quiet contemplation while I try to find the hotel. He’s either digesting his impressions of the 520d, or thinking about
whether pork is on the menu for dinner. Luckily for
all involved, it is. When David finds out that the main
course is pork-based, he jumps up and harangues the
waitress about whether there is a pig on a spit, and
demands to know where it is. In the end, he doesn’t
even finish his portion of bread stew with pork. It’s
too salty, he says.

TEXT LEOW JU-LEN PHOTOS JOÃO VASCO (THE GOOD ONES), LEOW JU-LEN (THE REST)

All that tableside napping must have given David
some vim. At breakfast he’s nowhere to be seen; it
turns out he was up early for a swim, and has gulped
down his bacon and eggs an hour before everyone
else, or so he claims. He perks up at the prospect of
driving our next car, too, the 425d Coupe. After we’re
told we’re in for some “interesting roads” , we fight
for the keys and settle things the manly way: scissors,
paper, stone. My turn to sulk as David clambers behind
the wheel, the victor.

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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TOTAL
DARKNESS
The Bell & Ross BR03-92 Nightlum shares the brand’s
take on simplicity with the world
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO BELL & ROSS

The BR03-92 Nightlum is simple, minimalist and functional.
The dial is uncluttered, and the emphasis is on the most
prominent feature of the timepiece, the green-tinted
Super-Luminova C3 graphic dial, numbers and hands.
The matte black dial provides maximum contrast, and
the BR03-92 Nightlum is a model designed for optimal
readability in any light condition, which even includes
complete darkness.
With its 100m water resistant capabilities and an automatic
calibre BR-CAL.302 (based on the Sellita SW300-1) at the
heart of the watch, the Nightlum is further complemented
with a grey-green calfskin strap.
[For more info, visit bellross.com]

Supreme, Nike and the NBA
have joined the dark side
TEXT: CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO BRANDS

We love the Nike Air Force 1, so when Supreme gave
word about an exclusive collaboration, it could only
mean the best of both worlds for us. Following a
recent partnership between Supreme with Nike and
the NBA, the new kicks will feature an NBA Patch on
the new model.
The black Nike Air Force 1 Mid model boasts an iconic
silhouette – this design can be traced back to the
early 2000s – and will also showcase Supreme’s active
branding along the upper and ankle straps, as well as
the tongue and insoles.
The highly-anticipated collaboration sneakers will be
available through Nike’s online retail stores, with its
launch expected in Spring 2018.

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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ASUS ACE
ASUS recently announced three new ZenFones, but we
reckon that only one managed to stand out from the highly
competitive smartphone race - the ZenFone 5 Lite. The
ZenFone 5 Lite, or ZenFone 5Q, is a mid-range device with a
far less “controversial” design than its siblings. The front and
back are covered with 2.5D glass panels, and a 6-inch screen
and a 2,160 x 1,080-pixel resolution allows an 18:9 aspect
ratio, just like most other flagships. But it has a neat trick up
its sleeve - It has a total of four cameras, and the secondary
wide-angle cameras on both the front and back provide a
wider, 120-degree field of view. No lack of angles - are they
reasons enough for you to snap up this device and ignore
your compact camera?

INSTANT RESPONSE
BenQ has finally jumped on the bandwagon of display makers with a
stunning 4K monitor that also supports High Dynamic Range (HDR)
content. The EL2870U is a 28-inch home entertainment monitor
with support for HDR10 and a speedy 1ms response time. Yes, it can
serve as a gaming monitor too, although it achieves this lag-free
experience with a TN panel. Maximum brightness is rated at 300 nits,
which means it doesn’t qualify for VESA’s entry-level DisplayHDR 400
certification. The advertised support for HDR10 notwithstanding,
you could argue that the display doesn’t quite make the cut as a
HDR panel. But if you are keen on an enjoyable game time with
“compromises” that does not really affect your experience, this could
very well be the one to satisfy all aspects of the gamer in you!

ANKER APPEAL
The Anker PowerPort is a wireless Qi-certified charging
pad with two modes - a 10W fast-charge mode for
compatible devices cia a quick charger, as well as a
normal 5W mode. It also features a non-slip top and
LEDs that indicate device and charger status. There
might be countless wireless chargers in the market
today, but we reckon that this ranks pretty high up in
terms of functionality and aesthetics!

RARE THRILLS OF SPEED
For The Thrill of Speed’ unveils a curated collection
of masterful, black-and-white images capturing the
intense highs and lows of legendary drivers by famed
photographers. The MB&F M.A.D.Gallery preserves the
history of automotive racing and also celebrates the
glorious beginnings of this thrilling, challenging sport. A
selection of six images provides a look back from 1925
to 1963, a period of tremendous change in motorsports,
provokes emotions through the heartbreaking events
and triumphs that occur during racing competitions such
as the renowned 24 Hours of Le Mans. Each photograph
stops time to share a momentous story of the pioneers of
racing, portraying heroic pursuits of the finish line as well
as epic crashes.
					
The talent behind most of these original shots is the
highly acclaimed French photographer, René Pari. Born in
1913, Pari was recognised for his perfect technical mastery
and exceptional ability to snap the optimal shot at just the
right moment in time. The Berque & Brison team procured
Pari’s treasured negatives, reviving them using a delicate
restoration process.
Each original negative produces a limited collection of
21 fine art photography prints bearing a certificate of
authenticity, including a serialised hologram. The artworks
are printed on museum- quality paper and mounted
under Diasec, a premium anti-reflective acrylic glass, and
framed in aluminium.

HANGING BY
THE EDGE
The successor to the MateBook X laptop
is here. The MateBook X Pro now features
an aesthetic upgrade - a decent chunk of
bezel has been removed, with a 91 per
cent screen-to-body ratio. It uses a 3,000
x 2,000-pixel resolution for a 3:2 aspect
ratio, which gives you more vertical
screen real estate. The display also
supports multi-touch inputs, which turns
out to be pretty fuss free for quick tasks.
The latest 8th-generation Intel Core i5 or
i7 processor with up to 16GB of LPDDR3
2,133MHz RAM and a 512GB NVMe
PCIe SS powers the system. An NVIDIA
GeForce MX150 2GB GPU helps to beef
up graphics performance. Interestingly,
Huawei positions the webcam within a
key between the F6 and F7 keys, which
pops up when you press it. Neat!

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

HUSH PUPPIES
NATIONAL ART FIESTA
In support of the Association for Persons with Special Needs
From 9 September to 24 November 2017, Hush Puppies held its first National Art
Fiesta competition in Singapore as part of its corporate responsibility to raise funds in
support of the Association for Persons with Special Needs (APSN). The APSN aims to
enable Persons with Special Needs to become active contributors of society using a
broad range of programmes aimed at nurturing them through education, training and
support services to open employment and life-long learning.
The Hush Puppies National Art Fiesta was a competition open to members of the Public
and tertiary students to submit their creative design work in which selected winning
designs are produced for a limited edition range of designed insoles for Hush Puppies
footwear. The theme focused on their interpretation of the Hush Puppies brand. In turn,
for every pair sold, $10 will be raised as proceeds to support the charitable organisation.
Sales of the specially designed collection are expected to begin in May 2018.
Over 48 entries from all walks of lives were garnered and 12 entries were shortlisted for
final voting. The final 6 winning designs were awarded at a ceremony on 1 March 2018,
at the Hush Puppies Great World City store.
Hush Puppies’ latest range is taking a walk down memory lane in spring ’18. The
Rockford, Mich.-based brand (a division of Wolverine World Wide) turns 60 next year,
and it is looking to reach a new generation of consumers. At the store was the new
Icon58 series of reimagined classics: Original styles, but with a modern touch.
Relaxed and classic in design, Hush Puppies have always defined what it means to be
modern and casual. Today, Hush Puppies continues to innovate, bringing technical
excellence and genuine style to over 120 countries.
Hush Puppies Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore are a division of Transmarco
Group, which focuses on Footwear & Lifestyle. Hush Puppies footwear, which the Group
was appointed as the master licensee in this region since 1990, grew over the years
and enjoys high brand recognition, expanding to over 150 own concept stores and 600
distribution points respectively.
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HITE
REFRESHMENT
Korea’s Best Selling beer, now here

H

ite (pronounced like “height”) is the best selling
beer in Korea for 16 consecutive years according
to the Korea Liquor Industry Association
shipment data. Made with the finest select Aroma Hops
for richer flavor and head, combined with the Extra
Cold ice point filtration system with Hite’s Air Blocking
System, Hite offers unmatched freshness and an
authentic lager flavor.
What is the this Extra Cold technology? It’s the process
that produces beer just above the freezing point
throughout the entire production process, from aging
to filtration, increasing the alcohol concentration,
adding extra freshness and maximizes flavour.
Hite is often found on draft in South Korean bars and
pubs. Hite has been the number one beer brand in
Korea, and now exports its product to customers in
more than 72 countries around the world. On June 12,
2007, Hite beer reached a sales milestone of 20 billion
bottles -- a feat it achieved in less than 15 years after its
launch. Hite beer is the only Korean beer to have sold
this many bottles.

You can have Hite on its own as an easy, refreshing
complement for any occasion, but for a twist with
more kick, you can make “Somaek”, a mixture of beer
and Soju, a clear Korean liquor similar to vodka, is very
popular with Korean businessmen.
From the same company, Jinro makes the best Soju in
Korea and the best selling spirit in the world. As such, it
is not an exaggeration to say that Jinro Chamisul Soju
has played a pivotal role in establishing and evolving
Korea’s drinking culture. Hite Jinro, even has guided shot
glasses to create the perfect Somaek - three parts Soju,
seven parts beer will reward one with the freshness of
beer and the strength of Soju in a smooth blend.
For a more fun, and messier way of creating Somaek,
there is the Soju bomb, also known as Poktanju. A shot
glass of Soju is dropped into a glass or mug of beer, like
dropping a bomb.
Somaek itself has spawned plenty of Korean drinking
games, one of which is “Titanic”. Players take turns
pouring small amounts of Soju into an empty shot
glass floating in a full beer glass. The player who causes

the shot to sink, must finish the Somaek in “one shot” as the name suggests, chug it!
It’s not just a passing fad when the popularity of mixing
beer like Hite Extra Cold and Soju like Jinro Chamisul,
has compelled the Korean Agency for Technology and
Standards to introduce a standard for beer glasses - for
the sake of pouring the perfect Somaek!
Food is a big deal in Korea, and with it comes a bigger
deal drinking lifestyle. In fact, if you’re heading to
Korea, you will ultimately end up having a drink with
friends, colleagues or businessmen. Worried that your
disappointing your Korean hosts? Not to worry, no one
will tell you the rules, but you will pick up them up easily.
Here is one shot: Never fill your own glass. This unique
culture is how Koreans get to know each other better.
The world’s most popular Soju, Jinro, and South Korea’s
best beer brand, Hite Extra Cold are now in Singapore,
with Amber Nectar being the exclusive distributor for
Hitejinro products. Visit them at www.ambernectar.com.
sg or follow them at www.facebook.com/hitejinrosg!
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Can the Porsche Cayenne handle the rough stuff?

“Hey, why don’t I take my half-a-million dollar sport utility vehicle (SUV) off-roading?”
is something you’ll hear an owner say. Perhaps at gunpoint, or at a particularly advanced stage of inebriation, just before unconsciousness.

Porsche of course, subjected the new Cayenne to the usual battery of reliability and
stress tests in heat, cold, sand and snow, but we know almost everyone driving a
Macan or Cayenne will never go off-road.

While it’s desert-dusty, the roads here are in great condition - they’re better than
Singapore’s, though it seems folk here have the same inability to refrain from gassing
it in a straight line, as the built-up areas have lots of speed humps.

With the CarBuyer team having recently tested the new third-gen Porsche Cayenne
at its international debut, we already know it has little equal when it comes to shredding tarmac - it’s one of the best driver’s sport utility vehicles (SUVs) out there right
now.

“There are, how do you say this, not a large number of people who will go offroad
in a SUV!” says Stefan Lenschow, Porsche’s body line SUV manager and tech expert
on the ground with us during the event. “And we do know not that many people
will push the car to the limit off or on road…but it has to have the ability to perform
highly - if not it wouldn’t be a Porsche.”

From the cockpit of the Cayenne, it’s all serenity. Our car has lots of equipment including air suspension and active suspension (PASM) - and it simply smoothes away
the humps with ease. There’s also another thing we realise about SUVs in this situation: The high-rise seating position really does add considerably to the experience.
Compared to our sedan ride to the hotel, the Cayenne’s tallness lets you see much
more, from traffic to goats. Back home, sitting taller means you just see the tops of
other cars, with the urban landscape getting in the way.

But we’ve always wondered how it would fare away from the lovely black stuff, which
is exactly what Porsche offered with its test drive of the Cayenne in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE).
Lead ‘Em In The Dust
We all know Porsche for its on-track achievements and stunning sports cars. But as
seen in our feature on Porsche’s ‘secret’ museum storage section, the brand actually
has a long-standing history with all-wheel drive systems and off-roading.
One of its earliest forays into the dirt world was the 1953 Jagdwagen, or Type 597,
which was built for the Wehrmacht’s tender for a Jeep-style off-road all-purpose
vehicle. It was tremendously capable, but expensive to produce.
Porsche’s first full production all-wheel drive car isn’t half as obscure: The 959 supercar almost needs no introduction, being the fastest car of its time and a technological
tour-de-force. Research from the 959 went into making the 959 Rally Raid which contested the Paris-Dakar Rally in 1985 and winning, 1986, taking first, second and sixth.
The company’s modern all-wheel drive story began there, and its engineers saw the
Dakar as a great testbed and experiment. To fast forward to the present day, at least
70 percent of all Porsches sold are all-wheel drive, given 40 percent and 30 percent of
its total 2016 sales come from the Macan and Cayenne respectively.

That’s pretty much the reason for having an SUV: It’s about always having the choice
to leave the tarmac, knowing that the car can do it when the time comes. Even if the
time never comes. If that sounds tremendously pointless, keep in mind that it’s the
exact same thing for powerful sports cars.
Planet Caravan
Our journey begins in a distant corner of the UAE, a district known as Fujairah. It’s located at the northernmost tip of the country and faces east toward the Gulf of Oman
(Dubai, on the other hand, faces west the Persian Gulf).
The UAE is indeed, mostly flat desert, but Fujairah is the most mountainous part of
the country. That accounts for the relatively interesting roads and scenery we enjoy
as our 20-odd car caravan of Porsche Cayenne and Cayenne S models winds its way
from the starting point of the Fairmont Fujairah, near Dibba Beach, north towards the
mountains.
The new-gen Cayenne’s cabin is, like the Panamera, a great step forward for Porsche.
Instead of a flood of buttons (and black plastic), the Cayenne makes great use of
polished, transparent surfaces inside, which are much more luxurious to the finger.
Most obviously it’s in the big touchscreen infotainment display, but the console
buttons have a similar treatment. Even on the outside the rear ‘Cayenne’ nameplate is
encased in transparent plexiglass.

We pass the port of Fujairah and have a painless border crossing - the northermost
tip of the UAE isn’t actually the UAE at all - it’s the Musandam Governate, an exclave of
Oman. Once across the border, traffic drops off significantly, and we have the chance
to sling the Cayenne through a wonderful series of bends on excellent tarmac.
It’s a wonderful change of pace after the town work. While our bliss is very short lived
- less than 10km or so - the Cayenne displays uncanny brilliance. It handles quite like
the Panamera, there’s more body movement and roll because it’s an SUV, but the classic Porsche qualities of incisive, transparent steering, dependable front end and ride
quality that only adds to your confidence without nerve-wrangling crashiness.
That the Cayenne can handle itself off-road is of little doubt, though what would
have been much more interesting to report is how far off the beaten path it could go.
Our route north is characterised by two things the scale up as we go: Rougher roads
and taller mountains. Tarmac to dusty, unpaved trails give way to gravel strewn paths,
as we follow a riverbed cutting its way into the mountains. The hills go from gentle

and rolling, to craggy, sheer cliffs looming above us.
Our guides tell us just a few weeks ago flash floods made the route nigh impassable.
Our canyon is littered with huge boulders, cracked shale and large sections of what
obviously used to be mountain.
Things are heating up a little, with the sun out and the road rougher, but the wonders
of modern tech aboard the Cayenne make it easy.
A simple click of the ‘Off Road’ button in the Cayenne, we select ‘Gravel’, and the
suspension and drivetrain switch to the best settings for the conditions. While Dakar
pilots had to contend with 50-degree cabins, we turn on the cooled seats and grind
along in ease.
Gravel and stones send shudders through the cabin, reminding us that the new
platform (VW Group MLB) is stiffer than before, but that’s to be expected of anything
other than a true 4x4 with high-profile off-road tyres. That we’ve not stopped to
reduce tyre pressure and that the Cayenne’s all run on 21-inch wheels, all add up to
impressive performance, and without the driver having to do anything.
Doubling back out of the canyon with a driver change, the dirty stuff ended with us
back on tarmac and climbing a steep hill - sheer drops, magnificent vistas - to our
end point, the Six Senses Zighy Bay Dibbi, featuring the world’s worst place to have a
parking brake failure.
While we didn’t get a deeper, more extreme of idea of the Cayenne’s off-road capabilities, it firmed up what we already knew of it as a on-road handler par excellence,
and found out that when the going gets (mildly) rough, a Cayenne pilot will have a
luxurious, comfortable time of it that’s not hot in the wrong ways.

TEXT & PHOTOS DERRYN WONG
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TIMES
A
CHANGIN
88th Geneva International
Motor Show
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS NEWSPRESS

1

80 exhibitors, plenty of press conferences, six exhibition halls,106,000 square
metres of Palexpo is fully booked. The absence of a few exhibitors did not
dampen the spirits, as several manufacturers saw opportunity to enlarge
their stands by taking over the space from those who were absent from the show..
A large number of small manufacturers of exclusive models and high-level
preparation specialists will be joining the Motor Show. Among these new
exhibitors in the “automobile halls” were Applus Idiada, Arden, Caresoft,
Corbellati, E-Moke, Engler, Fomm, GFG Style, Hennessey, Icona, Luxaria
Technology, Lvchi Auto, Pal-V, Polestar, Quadro Vehicles and W Motors.
The Swiss Federal Energy Office, a Presenting Partner for the Motor Show, ran its
campaign with the “co2auplancher” which promoted vehicles that emit no more
than 95 grams of CO2/km. The App “Salon Car Collector” could be used to locate
these models on the stands of the exhibitors. The Swiss Federal Energy Office also
expanded the spectrum of the vehicles involved. In the past, only the A category
vehicles were concerned whereas now category B were also displayed. TAG
Heuer presented a hall’s worth of an exhibit dedicated to great racing cars for the
pleasure of fans of motorsports and high quality watches.

THE TOYOTA SUPRA GR SUPRA RACING CONCEPT
Sharing the platform with the next BMW Z4, offering
rear-wheel drive, Germanic precision married with
Japanese engineering and reliability. Power will
come from a BMW-sourced straight six.
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PORSCHE GT3 RS

FERRARI 488 PISTA

BMW M8 CONCEPT AT GENEVA MOTOR SHOW

Take the GT3’s 4.0-litre, naturally-aspirated engine and
squeeze out 513bhp, good for a 0-100 sprint of 3.2
seconds. Add giant wing. Paint it neon. Undoubtedly a
bashful car for those who enjoy the high SES life.

711hp and weighs 90kg less. This track-focused special
does 0-100 in 2.85sec, adds more visual aggression and
stripes. Four-point seat belts, zero carpets, aggresso
air diffusers add up to a general air of ultimate superfocused track day performance.

While not an actual Australian slang, the
8-series nameplate is coming back. Long
bonnet, long wheelbase, there is no doubting
that it will be squarely aimed at competing
with the likes of the AMG S-Class Coupes.

MCLAREN SENNA GTR CONCEPT

JAGUAR I-PACE

LAGONDA VISION CONCEPT

No strangers to outrageous supercars, this adds
more power, more grip and more downforce
than the McLaren Senna. Want one? Be quick,
only 75 will be produced if they do decide to
make it. Road-legal? We prefer it not to be...

Launching Jaguar into the electric car scene, the i-Pace is
a significant step towards zero-emission SUVs, and it can
sprint from 0-100 in under five seconds. Its fully batteryelectric powertrain is also a significant change for the
Jaguar brand.

It underlines Aston Martin’s plans to revive the
old nameplate by 2021 as an all-electric, supercarbrand. Heard of solid state electric batteries and
wireless conductive charging? That is what the
future is, according to Aston Martin.

PORSCHE MISSION E CROSS TURISMO

MERCEDES-BENZ A-CLASS

VOLVO V60

The Mission E family has expanded since its first debut
as a Panamera-type car. The shooting-brake style and
tailgate are the new additions to the breed, just like the
how Panamera spawned the Sport Turismo.

The smallest Mercedes-Benz badged car gets bigger
outside, powered by smaller 1.4 and 2.0-litre petrols
in the A200 and A250. Mercedes claims it’s the most
aerodynamic car in its class. This new A platform is the
preview for the next gen GLA, CLA and what may come.

V60 estate or mini V90? Offered with the usual array
of petrol and diesel engines, there are two plug-in
hybrids to choose from. Same clever tech to prevent
you from slamming into people, animals and things.
If you’ve always wanted a smaller V90, hear hear.

BABE

60

X

JEN
Beauty and charming at the same time,
Xannelle is quite the witty lady too! Shuffling
between strutting her stuff and studying hard,
she backs her good looks with a wealth of
knowledge that makes her such a joy to strike
up a chat with.

Scan here for more
Xannelle C content!
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